
Ab S T R Ac T
Statistical machine translation (SMT) is a variant of machine translation where the translations are handled with statistically 
defined rules. Numerous researchers have attempted to build the framework which can comprehend the different 
dialects to translate from one source language to another target language. However, the focus on translation of poetry 
is less. Reliable and rapid transliteration of the poetry is very mandatory for the execution of the computer to translate 
the poem from one language to another. The existing approach has several issues, such as, time consumption, quality of 
the translation process, and matching of similar words. To overcome these issues, we propose a phrase-based statistical 
machine translation (PSMT) with special adherence to word sense disambiguation (WSD). The quality of the translation 
is increased by sensing the ambiguous words with WSD. The Hindi WordNet along with the Lesk algorithm identifies the 
ambiguous words and senses the exact meaning before the phrase extraction. Finally, the proposed method is compared 
with machine translation schemes, such as, rule-based machine translation and transfer-based machine translation. The 
experimental results suggest that the proposed method performed well with the inclusion of WSD in the PSMT technique.
Keywords: Hindi WordNet, Lesk algorithm, Machine translation, Phrase-based statistical machine translation, Word sense 
disambiguation.
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In T R o D u c T I o n

India being a multilingual nation, has various languages 
for communication. Yet Indians accentuate on Hindi 

for communication. Across the country, there is a large 
population that is not aware of linguistics and semantics of 
the English language. In this manner, there is a need to build 
up a machine translation application for the poems that 
will cross over any barrier between these two languages.1,2 
Today, most nations acknowledge Indian societies and 
attempt to get familiar with the Hindi language to learn the 
Indian culture. Hence, interpretations of Hindi writing and 
sonnets are extremely basic and significant to understand. 
The machine translation systems are automated computer 
programs  (software) capable of translating information 
available in one language (called the source language) into 
different dialects (called the objective language).3 With the 
support of machine translation frameworks, interpretations 
of Hindi writing into English are made simple. Existing 
frameworks on interpretations of Hindi sonnets into English 
is vital and an inconceivable exercise in machine translation 
model. In this, lyrics assume a significant role in contrast 

with the written work of interpretations. Since ballads give 
sentiments, feelings, expression, and more, the  genuine 
interpretations of the sonnets are extremely significant.

T h e  su bs t a nt ia l  d at a  f o r  th e  inte r p re t at i o n 
remained gathered to interpret the Hindi lyric into English. 
Since Hindi does not pursue any typical standard but, 
represented in various ways, a standard-based interpretation 
has been pursued, in which many linguistic principles have 
been built to actualize in a part of speech  (POS) tagger. 
Moreover, Hindi words can be written in various ways but it 
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does not pursue a particular spelling design. To address this 
problem, an accumulation of the corpus in an information base 
recognizes the right significance of phrase or word concerning 
its context by the WSD.4,5 WSD has many applications, 
such as, document indexing, theme extraction, semantic 
annotation,  genre identification, semantic web search, 
and information retrieval.6-9 There are several techniques 
employed in machine translation. They are direct machine 
translation  (DMT), rule-based machine translation  (RMT), 
example-based machine translation  (EMT), interlingua 
machine translation  (IMT), knowledge-based machine 
translation (KMT), statistical-based machine translation (SMT), 
and hybrid-based machine translation (HMT).10 Among various 
Machine Translation (MT)  systems, the SMT plays a significant 
role in the translation process. SMT is a technique widely used 
for translation purposes with the help of statistical analysis in 
order to formulate rules which are best for the translation of 
a target sentence.11 The SMT are of three different types, viz., 
word-, syntax-, phrase-, and hierarchical phrase-based. The 
word-based SMT utilizes the words and their neighbors during 
the translation process. While the phrase-based methods use 
phrases instead of words, it also considers the neighboring 
phrases while translation.12 The syntax-based machine 
translation incorporates the syntax representation in order to 
find the best of the words. The hierarchical phrase-based is 
a hybrid approach that combines the strength of phrase and 
syntax-based methods. It employs the synchronous context-
free  grammar for translation purpose.13,14 The proposed 
method employs the phrase-based SMT in order to solve 
the problems through the statistically devised rules. Some 
of the problems faced during the translation process are 
discussed as follows. The machine transliteration technique 
deals with the problem, such as, retrieval of cross-lingual, 
probability evaluation of translation, difficult to find the 
sentence with the prime and highest probability, and multiple 
representations of one word.13 In the trans tech system, 
several words and grammatical rules arise the problem for 
translating into another language.15 The example-based 
machine translation is good for translating the short sentence 
but it is worst for translating long sentences of the poem.16 The 
word substitution in the hybrid approach does not provide 
the desired results as it does not care about the syntactic and 
semantic constraints of the target language.17,18 The machine 
translation system needed to enhance the performance of 
the system with complex sentences. The major problem that 
arises in machine translation is due to the unavailability of 
structural, morphological differences, and word-aligned data 
during the translation of different languages.19,20

co n T R I b u T I o n 
In this paper, we aim to discuss the machine translation 
system based on the SMT. The study on various SMT and 
translation models of morphologically rich languages has 
been carried out. The study gives an insight into how the 
translation models have been carried out in each of the 
works. The research finds various challenges associated with 

the translation of Indian languages into English. One of the 
challenges is the words sense ambiguity widely found in the 
Indian language. The sense ambiguity occurs when certain 
words sound and spell similar but the sense of the word 
differs based on the context of the sentence. Generally in SMT, 
this problem is not addressed in most of the research. The 
proposed phrase SMT solves this problem by integrating the 
WSD with the SMT. The proposed strategy helps to improve 
the quality of translation.

oR g A n I z AT I o n
The remaining section of the paper is described as follows: 
• Section 1 discusses the background information. 
• Section 2 provides the literature work in the machine 

translation system. 
• Section 3 explains the proposed PSMT method in detail. 
• In  section 4, we present the result and analysis of the 

proposed Hindi to English translation model. 
• Finally, section 5 concludes the work based on our result 

analysis.

Re l AT e D wo R k
A few sorts of research have been carried out for the poetry 
translation, accessible in one language to other languages 
around the globe. Machine translation has rolled out a major 
improvement in making the Indian language progressively 
adaptable  to learn and comprehend which has been 
considered by different translation techniques but has to 
face a few difficulties during translation.21 The research on 
the SMT and the details of various translation models carried 
out are discussed in this section.

Xiong  et  al.22 proposed a maximum entropy-based 
segmentation model for STM. The sentences are spitted into 
sequences of segments that can be translated. The phrasal 
extraction is a small module among the collection of modules 
used in the SMT. After extracting the phrases by maximum 
entropy the result is integrated with the SMT. The experiment 
is conducted with the news domain and is the method that 
has improved the quality of translation in terms of Bilingual 
Evaluation Understudy (BLEU). Ilknur and Kemal23 proposed 
PSMT with the aid of local word reordering. The local word 
reordering concentrated to obtain the word order of certain 
English prepositional phrases and verbs with respect to the 
morpheme order of corresponding Turkish verbs and nouns. 
A morpheme-based language model is used for decoding 
and with the aid of word-based model re-ranking of n best 
list is handled by the decoder. The decoder output is repaired 
by correcting the words which have problems like incorrect 
morphological structure and words which are outside of 
the vocabulary. Liu  et  al.24 proposed a framework where 
the translation memory is joined with the phrase-based 
statistical machine translation. The translation memory is 
integrated with the phrase-based MT through this approach. 
In the unified framework, different information is extracted 
from the translator machine (TM) in order to ease the SMT 
decoding process. The experiment is simulated in a Chinese 
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English TM database. The result shows that there is an 
improvement in BLEU score. The approach is tested with 
different models and training data in order to prove the 
sturdiness of the approach. Pathak et al.25 proposed a method 
to translate from Hindi to English with an automatic parallel 
corpus generation system. In this mechanism, the Hindi news 
was translated into English news by  google translator API 
and each of the translated English news headlines extracts 
its English content by the links provided from the  google 
search which had its best token sort ratio from the weight 
of two phrases. Then align both the news and compare 
it with the fuzzy string matching algorithm by finding its 
similarity which was based on Levenshtein distance. Finally, 
the threshold value was taken from the matching algorithm, 
and if the ratio was more than the threshold value save both 
the news content as a part of the parallel corpus process. 
This approach needs to augment the parallel corpus for 
the translation among two languages. Sharma and Mittal26 
proposed a dictionary-based query translation system 
that aims to translate the Hindi words into English. In this 
technique, first, tokenize the queries, and before removing 
the stop words create the multi-word terms by using the 
n-gram technique for the translation. Next, match the source 
language terms with the bilingual dictionary if the terms are 
not translated then move to other cases by calculating the 
percentage match of the highest common subsequence 
of the source query. If the query terms are not translated 
in both the cases then, out of vocabulary  (OOV) term was 
used by a rule-based approach would convert them into a 
roman format. Finally, collect the target language document 
from the input dataset and the query term was mapped 
to match the words for the translation. This approach was 
difficult to translate the named entities into the English 
language. Subalalitha  et  al.27 proposed a template-based 
information extraction  (IE) framework for translating the 
Tamil poem to English. In this framework, the information 
can be extracted by template-based information and 
n-grams based information. Initially, bilingual mapping was 
used to translate each word and two features are required 
to design templates, such as, term-based and Universal 
Networking Language Knowledge Base  (UNL  KB), which 
are used to match the words. In the term based features, 
there would be an appropriate match between the input 
and the feature. In some cases, some features were not 
present in the template then, UNL KB is used to add semantic 
constraints for the poem. Finally, the part-of-speech of the 
words presented in the poem is identified by the Tamil 
morphological analyzer that analyses the noun, verb, adverb, 
and adjective, which extracts the information by n-grams 
to check its  grammar for the translation. This approach 
has high computational complexity for the translation 
process. Natu et al.28 introduced a transfer-based machine 
translation (TBMT) scheme that aims to translate the Hindi 
text into English. This scheme performed several phases, 
such as, preprocessing, tokenizer, POS tagging, translation, 
and grammar check. Initially, the translated sentence should 

be sophisticated in the pre-processing stage and each word 
required POS tagging should be segmented into tokens. 
Then, the Viterbi algorithm used with the hidden Markov 
model assign sequence of POS tag for the translated words. 
The segmented words find their translated word from the 
database for translation. Finally, check the grammar for the 
words and arranged to determine the final structure of the 
translated words. This approach needs to enhance the quality 
of translation  gender, number, and tense. Mishra  et  al.29 
presented the rule-based machine translation (RBMT) scheme 
to translate Hindi idioms into English. This technique contains 
two phases, such as, comparison and translation phases. In 
the first phase, the system compares the words with the 
comparison algorithm where the input was searched by 
the Hindi database. If the input was present in the database 
then input belongs to case 1, such as, different meanings and 
different forms in both the language and send to transfer-
based module. Otherwise, it belongs to two cases, such as, 
case 2 and case 3, where input idioms with the same meaning 
and same form, others have the same meaning but different 
form in both the language in the database, in such a case 
send them to an interlingual-based module. The transfer-
based module is composed of a tokenizer, parser, POS tagger, 
and declension tagger which translates the idiom by case 2 
and 3. The interlingual-based module is composed of input, 
mapper, database, transfer-based module, and output which 
translate by case 1. Finally, these modules are used to produce 
the English translation. This approach needs to enhance the 
efficiency of the translation of idiom.

PR o P o S e D PSMT Me T H o D
The details of the proposed SMT is discussed in this section. 
Generally, SMT based translation methods consist of 
a collection of small modules that are involved in the 
translation process. The PSMT is used to translate the Hindi 
poetry along with incorporating the WSD approach to sense 
the disambiguation. The PSMT makes use of the phrases 
of one or more words in the translation process. The PSMT 
model first divides the input into phrases. The PSMT is based 
on the noisy channel model in the information theory.

Figure  1 shows the block diagram of the proposed 
approach. Consider a sentence S of a target language. 
The sentence S consist of a series of words. The machine 
translation transfers the source language which is  given 
as JSjssJs .......,.........11 =

 
into a target language sentence 

ITittIt .......,.........11 = . In SMT, the conditional probability is given 
as )1|1( JsItrP . The probability model is used for translation by 
finding a solution for the maximization problem.

)}1|1({maxarg1
^

1

JsItrP
t

It
I

=             (1)

After applying Bayes theorem, equation 1 is given as
)}1|1().1({maxarg

1

ItJsrPItrP
t I

=             (2)

Equation 2 provides the language model )1( ItrP  and the 
target model )1|1( ItJsrP . The phrase-based translation utilizes 
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the phrase which is a sequence of words. In PBT, the source 
sentence is segmented into phrase, and each phrase is 
translated and the target sentence is obtained from the 
phrase translation. The phrase translation probability is given 
as 

)
~

(/)
~

,
~

()
~

|
~

( tNtsNtsP =              (3)
Where ~

)()
~

,
~

( tNandtsN denotes the count of event that 
translation has been done and count of phrase ~

t . The s̅ and 
t̅ are considered to be subsequence in the source sentence 
s and target sentence t if both of them are longer than the 
k words.

Preprocessing
In the pre-processing phase, it focuses to solve the problems 
in the Hindi poem, such as, space inclusion  (SI) and space 
deletion (SD) problem. Based on the context of a word, we 
expel such extra spaces from the content. Hindi is a Unicode 
support language. It implies that Hindi content cannot be 
handled utilizing ASCII coding. The raw data in our corpus had 
various character encoding schemes. Subsequently, before 
doing any further processing all the data was changed over 
to Unicode text file (UTF). The data gathered from the news 
sites were in the hypertext markup language (HTML) format 
so it was changed over to Unicode text files format. The 
portable document also changed over to text format. In the 
pre-processing stage, extra spaces and character encoding 
are resolved by using the AntConc tool from the annotated 
corpus. With the help of the tokenizer, the Hindi poem is 
divided into segments by sequence of words that require 
POS tagging into units known as tokens.

मछली जल की रानी है,
जीवन उसका पानी है |
हाथ लगाओ डर जाएगी,

बाहर ननकालो मर जाएगी |
The segmented output (tokens): [‘ मछल ी ’, ‘ जल ’, ‘ क ी ‘, ‘ 

रान ी ’,’ ह ै ’]

Word Alignment Model
The word alignment is the second step after preprocessing 
the words. In this proposed work, GIZA++ implementation of 
the IBM models is employed to perform the word alignment 
process. The tool runs the algorithm from source to target 
as well as, target to source in both of the directions. The 
IBM model evaluates the word to word probability of 
word to word alignment for all the source and target word 
for  given sentences. The alignment is  generated with a 
series of successive estimation in order to obtain a quality 
word alignment. The process needs several hours in order 
to process thee sentence with a higher number of quantity 
of sentences. The results of the alignment method create a 
link between the source and target words. The 

_
s  is a source 

phrase, 
_
t  is the target phrase, and )

_
(a  is the alignment 

between source and target which is led by a, is valid only if 
the points do not cross the boundary of the bi-phrase.

Phrase Table Creation
Once the phrases are extracted with the GIZA++ word 
alignments, Moses directly uses the contents in order 
to generate a phrase table. The sequence of words is stored 
in phrase table as bi-phrases )

_
,

_
( ts  along with the alignment 

)
_

(a , if the following conditions are satisfied. 
a. The alignment )

_
(a  between the words is lead by “a” 

provided the condition that if there is at least one link and 
all links from a have both of their ends )

_
(a  with or none.

b. The 
_

s  and 
_

t  are word subsequences in the source 
sentence x and target sentence y, respectively, and both 
should not have longer words than K number of words. 
The phrase extaction finds same words in both of the 
sentence. For example, consider the two sentences:
राजू के पास एक महंगा कलम ह, (rahu kae pass kalam hai) and 

नाई ने कलम को काटा (naee nae kalam lo kada). Both of these 
sentences have the same word kalam. Therefore, there arises 
a need to exactly sense the meaning of the word. Therefore, 
the WSD is integrated with the SMT. Once the words are 
disambiguated the phrases are extracted.

Integration of WSD with SMT
The sense of disambiguation is an important step in the 
translation process. There are many words that sound 
similar but their meaning varies based on the sentence. 
It is found that the word kalam has different meanings 
based on the meaning of the text. The meaning of kalam 
resembles pen, as well as, trimming based on the context 
of the sentence. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish the 
meaning of the word before reordering the phrase-based 
SMT method. A knowledge-based method with the help of 

Input text

Source and 
Target text

Preprocessing

Translation 
model

WSD + Hindi 
WordNet

Language 
Model

Training module

Phrase Table 
Extraction

Decoding Input

Target
Figure 1: Proposed PSMT technique
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Hindi Wordnet and Lesk algorithm is employed to sense the 
unambiguousness. The Hindi Wordnet is a database with a 
collection of nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. The following 
are the attributes of the Hindi WordNet are synset, gloss, and 
semantic relations.
• The synset is a collection with the same meaning. The 

contents of the synset are arranged based on usage 
popularity.

• Gloss consists of two parts, one where the texts are 
defined and the other which defines the importance of 
a word in a sentence.

• The semantic relation supports the relationship between 
the form and meaning of a word.

Lesk Algorithm
The Lesk algorithm was proposed by Michael E. Lesk in 
the year 1986. A simplified form of the Lesk algorithm is used 
in the proposed method. The sense of the words is decoded 

with the principle that the meaning of the word is decided 
by finding the sense which overlaps the most in WordNet 
and the given context. The structure of the Lesk algorithm 
explains how this algorithm works.
function LESK Algorithm  (word, sentence) provides the exact 
sense of the word
exact sense<- words sense which occur frequently
best-sense <- continuous occurrence of a sense for word
maximum -overlap <-0
context <- words in a sentence
for each of the sense in a word senses do
signature <- collection of words in the gloss and sense examples
overlap <- CALCULATE OVERLAP (signature, context)
if overlap > maximum overlap then
maximum of the overlap <- overlap
best of the sense <- sense
end return (best of the sense)

The Lesk algorithm helps to find the correct meaning 
of words in a context through an individual decision by 
locating the sense which overlaps the maximum between 
the dictionary or WordNet definition. An example gives more 
ideas regarding the working of the Lesk algorithm. If the word 
kalam is searched on the WordNet, the senses of the word are 
found out. The sense which is maximum overlapped will be 
the output of the algorithm. Consider the example, राजू के पास 
एक महंगा कलम ह. It means that the person named Raju has 
a costly pen. The words are searched in the Hindi WordNet. 
In the sentence, the words like पास (pass), महंगा (mahanga), 
and कलम (kalam) have different senses based on the context. 
The search on word net shows various meanings for each of 
the words. The different senses for the words pass, mahanga, 
and kalam are provided in Figure 2.

The Lesk algorithm helps us to find the actual words 
based on the usage in a sentence. According to the Lesk 
algorithm, the best sense of kalam is pen. Similarly, other 
words are also processed and matched with the correct sense.

Once the word unambiguousness are identified, the 
phrase extraction is handled. The Figure  3 shows the 
extracted phrases of the poem. 

मछली जल की रानी है,
जीवन उसका पानी है,

Figure 2: Sense for the words: (a) Kalam; (b) Pass; (c) Mahanga Figure 3: Phrase table

मछल�

जल

    क� रानी है

जीवन

उसका

पानी है

Fish Water Queen of Life Its Water is
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The features of the phrase table generated with Moses are as 
follows. The Moses phrase table consists of five features for 
each bi-phrase. They are phrase translation probability, lexical 
weighting, phrase inverse translation probability, inverse 
lexical weighting, and phrase penalty. The value of the first 
four features takes values between 0 and 1. The decoder uses 
the features directly in order to generate a phrase table. With 
the aid of the tool Moses, the phrase pairs are extracted and 
the phrase pair score is calculated according to equation 3. 

Re-ordering Model
The reordering technique is adopted from a Novel Reordering 
Model for Statistical Machine Translation developed in 2013.30 
The technique utilizes the phrasal dependency tree in order 
to order the translated words. The dependency relation 
between the contiguous synthetic non-syntactic phrases is 
used in the model.

Language Model
The language model employed in this proposed work is 
the n-gram language models, which are obtained from 
the connecting phrase-based continuous space language 
models (CSLM) growing method. The translation output can 
be considered as a concatenation of phrase in the phrase 
table. The connecting phrases are constructed based on the 
steps followed in Continuous space language models for 
statistical machine translation.31

The probability of a target phrase in SMT is given as
)/(*)()( fePf

f
sPeTP ∑=     (4)

Where )( fsP is the probability of the source phrase. 
The connecting phrases are created at first and then 
employing the average probability of the connecting 
phrases is employed to take a decision such that which of 
the connecting phrases should be used.

For k gram connecting phrase, k
nwnw 11 + where nwnw 11 β∈

and γk
nwk

nw 11 +∈+ . nw1β and γk
nw 1+ are the phrases in the 

phrase table. The probability of the connecting phrases 
is given as

))1(arg*)1(
1

1
arg()11( γ

γ
β

β
k
nwettPnw

k

n
ettPk

nwnwconnectingp +∑∑
−

=
∑=+             (5)

The n-grams are generated based on steps like splitting, 
replacing, and renormalizing. An n-gram pruning method 
based on the phrase table is constructed based on the two 
conditions that the phrase table  already consists of the 
contents and the contents are the result of the concatenation 
of two or more phrases in the phrase table. The connecting 
phrases are created based on the probability, as in equation 5. 
with the help of the threshold for each of the probability, 
which is higher than the threshold is retained. 

Re S u lT A n D An A lyS I S
The datasets for the proposed system consists of three text 
files where the parallel data set consists of two text files 
with 5,000 lines, where one is for Hindi poetries and  the 

second is for translating into English poetries. The third one 
consists of monolingual data set containing around 10,000 
lines for English poetries. The Moses tool is employed to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed system. Three 
performance metrics, viz., precision, recall, and BLEU score 
are used in the proposed method. The precision method is 
a general evaluation method in MT. It is calculated from the 
number of correct words and the output length of the MT. 
The precision is given as 

Precision = Number of correct words / Output - Length 
     of Translation           (6)

The recall is obtained from the number of correct words 
divided by the reference length. The recall is given as 

Recall = Number of correct words / Reference - Length 
    of Translation                             (7)

The BLEU score is used to find the accuracy of the 
proposed approach for the translation of Hindi poem into 
English poem and the evaluation is based on the geometric 
mean of the modified n-gram precision p, effective corpus 
length r, poem translation length l, and N is the number of 
words.

pn
N

n
W nl

rBLEU log
1

1min ∑
=

+





 −=             (8)

The implementation details are provided as follows. With 
the help of the python interface in Moses, the Lesk algorithm 
is implemented. We evaluate the MT output with the python 
based evaluation tool since the MT evaluation system does 
not provide an interface to evaluate the output. Thus, we 
calculate the precision and recall through the designed 
evaluation tool. Moses possesses a BLEU scoring tool named 
multi-bleu.perl. Moses also has another popular tool named 
NIST mteval script. The text needs to be converted into SGML 
format. The proposed system employs the NIST mteval script 
for calculating the BLEU score.

The proposed PSMT method is compared with TBMT 
and the RBMT translator, as shown in Table 1. The precision 
metric increased from 83.11 to 94.02%, and the recall metric 
improved from the range of 87.45 to 93.3%. The BLEU metric 
increases from 0.0695 to 80.04%. The proposed system 
provides more accurate results than the other systems. 

The proposed PSMT’s result is compared with RBMT and 
TBMT with the same data set used for the PSMT. In order to 
study the effect of WSD in the proposed method, the simulation 
is carried with and without WSD, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 1: Performance metrices comparison

MT Precision Recall BLEU

TBMT 83.11 87.45 0.0695

RBMT 92.05 91.09 0.7663

PSMT 94.02 93.3 0.9024

Table 2: Effect of WSD on the proposed method

Method Precision Recall BLEU

Proposed with WSD 84.05 82.09 0.726

Proposed without WSD 83.02 93.3 0.9024
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Table 2 shows the effect of WSD by comparing the proposed 
method with and without WSD. There is a change in the 
performance metrics when the WSD approach is applied. The 
proposed approach is examined with Hindi sonnet, which 
is translated into English interpretations in Table 3 on three 
machine translation framework. 

Table  3 shows that the poems have been converted 
with good quality than the existing methods.

co n c lu S I o n
In the present era, machine translation is an important 
research in the natural language processing area. We have 
introduced a phrase-based STM for the interpretation of 
Hindi poem into the English language. We have developed 
a translator for Hindi to English language, which provides the 
best interpretation with the best precision. The approach 
has been successful in improving the quality of translation 
since the WSD model is also included to encounter the word 
sense ambiguity. The usage of the Hindi WordNet and Lesk 
algorithm has been able to provide the exact meaning of 
the words, as well as, improved the quality of translation. 
Future work integrates into a significant examination of 
the proposed component to deal with the complex Hindi/
English sentence, different varieties of the same word, and 
consideration of increasingly linguistic sentences. 
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